HOW TO DO DELIVERANCE
Part 3
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How To Do Deliverance

Spiritual Checklist for Demonic Activity
Things you need to know when working with others or yourself to achieve spiritual
freedom:
You do not do anything until you have first dealt with “Legal Rights”
Legal Rights
Legal Rights fall into 3 basic categories
1) Spiritual
1) The Occult (You Do)
Is a spiritual entry because it involves a contractual arrangement with
the demonic
2) Curses (SPOA)
• Is a spiritual entry because it deals with generational issues
• Involuntary hereditary transference
• This legal right is involuntary; you have no say over it.
• Curses are the result of someone else’s actions
• It is hereditary; it passed on through the spiritual DNA
• It is transferred in perpetuity – generation to generation until someone
breaks it.
Volitional (Involves the will) - acts that you commit to open yourself up to the
demonic.
1) Sin (willful deliberate sin) (You do)
2) Addiction ( you do)
Emotional
1) Abandonment (SPOA)
2) Abuse (SPOA)
An important key to understanding these legal rights
Certain of these legal rights are the result of things you have done
Certain others are what others have done to you or on your behalf by spiritual
power of attorney by someone speaking or declaring something over you.
Satan has a three pronged allure on us to gain a legal right.
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What is a Legal Right?
It is what the devil was seeking in Job 1
God has placed a hedge around each of us at birth
Our innocence is a hedge.
Satan cannot automatically penetrate your life as a child; if he could everyone
would have demons.
I Peter 5:8 Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour:
The devil is looking at your life and sifting it to locate a point of entry.
The devil is watching and waiting for what you or someone else will do
to create a point of entry in your life so he can enter in.
UNDERSTANDING (SPOA) SPIRITUAL POWER OF ATTORNEY
How can an individual be responsible for the actions of their
parents or ancient ancestors?
God created the system.
There are rules
We loose when we don’t play by the rules.
No following the rules will cause you to stumble on into spiritual
difficulties.

Occult
A covenant and contract you establish with the devil
9When thou art come into the land which the LORD thy
Deut 18:9
God giveth thee, thou shalt not learn to do after the abominations of
those nations.

God’s warning against occult involvement
The word abomination is used. God definitely hates these things
You may have participated at a really simple level (I only did it once).
This creates a demonic option. (The devil does not have to use it
now but can later call in the ‘note’)
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Demonic option is a legal right that has not yet been exercised.
Every child of God needs to break legal rights.
SIN
You hand the devil the permission to attack you when you willfully sin against the
grace and knowledge of God.
ADDICTION
A behavior that has you under its control.
Abandonment is something someone does to you.
Abandonment – When someone who has (SPOA) the covering over your life steps
away from that covering.
(SPOA) is an umbrella of protection
This umbrella can be both taken away by someone and / or willfully given away.
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STRONGHOLDS
A stronghold is different than a legal right
A legal right is how a demon gets in.
A stronghold is how a demon stays in
Not everyone who has a legal right has a stronghold
In order for there to be a stronghold there was first a legal right.
Santa’s plan is to construct a complex internal kingdom
Demons do not just lie dormant doing nothing. They are constantly rooting
themselves into areas of your life.

6 COMMON STRONGHOLDS
1) Fear
Fear is a gateway.
If the door of fear is open basically all the doors are open
Fear is the opposite of faith
Hebrews 11:6 But without faith it is impossible to please him: for he that
cometh to God must believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of
them that diligently seek him.
Fear pleases Satan
Faith pleases God
Every part of your life is either fear based or faith based
2) Anger – Over the edge
The type anger that wants to get even
Revenge
Living a life that is anger based
This type anger is blasphemous
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3) Rejection
There is a difference between rejection and abandonment
The devil is a legalist.
Abandonment is something someone else does to you.
Rejection is your emotional interpretation of that reality. You can be abandoned
without feeling rejected.
You can feel rejected without being abandoned, because the abandonment is
perceived and not actual.
There are 2 types of abandonment
1) Intentional – Explicit
This form of abandonment is deliberate
(Example: Father abandons a baby)
2) Unintentional – implicit
(Example: Divorce or death)
Rejection is how you feel about what is done to you
4) Depression
Sometimes this can be cause by clinical depression – Hormonal imbalance –
clinical depression is rooted in a psychological
If someone is depressed, ask this question, “Who did what, when?”
Depressed people do not deal with the depression for several reasons:
1. They do not want to deal with it
2. They do not know how to deal with it
3. They do not know they have something to deal with.
Several reasons for the 3 reasons:
a. Dissociation
b) Amnesiac denial
c) Somehow is locked away into part of who you are
d) Anything that would trip that repressed or secret memory
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5) Self Hate
Self hate comes from shame.
You hate yourself because you believe that whatever happened was your fault
This stronghold produces behavior such as
Cutters
Ticks
Self mutilation
Risky sex
Drugs
Living on the edge – danger (a death wish)
(This person believes they deserve punishment)
6) Abuse
All other strongholds combined do not equal the number of those that have
suffered from abuse.
All legal rights combined do not equal the number of people who are demonized by
abuse.

Where abuse is a ‘stronghold’ it is different than when it is a ’legal right.’
When it is a legal right it is because someone has abused you (SPOA).
The stronghold of abuse operates in the emotional aftermath of the abuse.
When there is abuse and there is not immediate intervention, the legal right
becomes a door opening for negative emotions to create a stronghold.
3 basic things that demons do
1) Legal right
2) Establish stronghold
3) Seek to declare dominion
The demon wants to control you.
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6 Areas of Emotional Control
1) Bitterness and resentment
They work together and are very common in victims
2) Self condemnation – feeling worthlessness
Romans 8:1 1There is therefore now no condemnation to them which
are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.
Satan is the accuser of the brethren.
3) Doubt and Unbelief
4) Guilt and Shame
These are not true guilt and shame; they are false.
We need true guilt and shame
We do not need false shame and guilt because they are an inaccurate
interpretation of what happened.
5) Hate and Rage
Rage is the active expression of hate.
6) Death and Destruction
You become overwhelmed with the desire to die which caused you to pursue selfdestructive / suicidal actions.
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DISSOCIATION ( MPD / DID)
Dissociation is the multiplicity (multiple personality)
Dissociation is the fracturing of the soul that takes place when there is abuse and
trauma so severe that to retain the memory would be to incapacitate the individual.
To prevent the incapacitation and allow part of the individual functional, the
extreme horror of what has happened gets locked away in a section of the soul so
that the rest of the person can continue.
Usually there is more than one fragment of the soul if there is one fragment known.
The dissociate world is a very complex thing

INSERT DIAGRAM

This entire diagram occurs in the soul, not the spirit.
The multiple personalities have different functions that collectively are purposed to
maintain a wall between the “core self” and the memory.
The process of deliverance is to get into the parts, uncover who is there, how they
were formed, what the dominate issue is and to bring spiritual healing to each part.
From a deliverance level what are the basic steps to walk through to minister
wholeness to a multiple?
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1) Find the point of the pain
- There is a place of hurt
- The hurt caused a split
- To be whole the person has to go there. They have to face it. Ps 103:11-12.
This is a fracturing of the soul not the spirit.
2) Absolve the innocent. Why do this?
Because most people that have experienced abuse and trauma and have
dissociated to protect themselves of the memory of the abuse have taken it
on themselves. False guilt and shame.
3) Indict the instigator (blame the abuser) How do you get the person to do this?
Get the personality to walk through the process of blaming the abuser.
4) Find the alters
• Search and uncover to authenticate and validate
• Make the alter know it is okay to be who they are. They deserve to be there
and they need to be there.
• Tell them you are glad they are there and that they have helped this person
survive.
• By saying this you are not conditioning their behavior but simply
validating.
5) Lead them to Christ
• Then have them forgive
• Psychological redemption
• This process is sanctification, surrender
• These multiples are areas of the person which has not as of yet yielded to
the Holy Spirit.
• What you are accomplishing by doing this is bringing the core which already
acknowledges Christ and bringing the principles of the healing of Christ
progressively into all the parts of the person to achieve wholeness.
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